Committed
“……my instruction will be committed. At this point we
will release the winch crewman if deployed and move
away from the casualty, brace for ditching as we will
be entering the water. Is everyone clear on these
points?” The slightest of pauses at the end of our preflight brief from the commander of Helicopter 125,
Wing Commander Mark ‘Sparky’ Dunlop. A series of
quietly spoken responses follows “yes boss”, “yes
boss”, “OK boss……”Stewart do you understand and
are you comfortable with the procedures?” I want to
be as matter of fact as the rest of the crew but my
slightly stammered “Yep, all good thanks" doesn’t
really seem to up to the same level, however it does
mean we’re now ready to get airborne.
If you venture deep into rural Suffolk some 12 miles
west of Ipswich, the last thing you expect to find as
you drive along the quiet back lanes is Wattisham
Airfield. Once the home to a squadron of RAF quick
reaction fighters and now the primary base for the
aggressive and deadly looking Apache attack
helicopter of the British Army. However tucked away
into one corner of this former RAF base sits a quiet
looking barn-like hanger and low spread brick built
admin block.
This is the operational base of 22
Squadron ‘B’ Flight, part of the RAF’s Search and
Rescue Force.
RAF Sea King helicopters of 22 and 202 Squadrons
each operate 3 Flights, giving a total of 6 Flights at
strategic locations around the UK. Each Flight is
equipped with 2 helicopters and maintains one Sea
King and crew at 15 minutes readiness by day and at
45 minutes readiness by night.
The remaining Search & Rescue (SAR) helicopter
support is provided by 2 Royal Navy and 4 Maritime
and Coastguard Agency units supplied under a
commercial contract. Together, these 12 helicopter
units currently provide the UK’s SAR helicopter
capability,
although 2015 will see the start of a
transfer of this service into commercial hands as part
of a 10 year contract between Bristows Group and the
UK Government.
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Today’s exercise will see our very recognisable Yellow
Sea King HAR3A fly from the Suffolk base across
Essex and down into the Thames Estuary just off the
Kent coast. We have a series of exercises planned
with the RNLI in the shape of both of the Lifeboats
from Sheerness; the Trent Class ALB ‘George and Ivy
Swanson’ and the D-Class ILB ‘Eleanor’.
Despite it being a June evening my briefing and
preparation includes being fully kitted out by one of
the survival equipment fitters from the on-site stores.
A base layer of thermal long johns and a long sleeve
top is the starting point, followed by a long woollen
socks and an all-in-one woollen ‘bunny suit. On top
of this I climb into a single piece rubber survival suit
(slowly!) and then add a back brace (to minimise the
vibration from the helicopter flight) and complete the
ensemble with a waistcoat style lifejacket, fireproof
gloves and helmet.
Our pilots are already on board Helicopter 125 (the
call sign Rescue 125 is reserved for emergency
call-outs) and finishing the pre-take-off checks as I
cross the apron to board with the winch man Sgt Lee
Clarke (Big Lee). There are very defined methods for
embarking and leaving the aircraft and once on board
I’m strapped in, wired into the comms system and
after final kit checks we take off and head south.
The flight to the exercise area is no formality. Every
second of flight time is utilised to hone the skills of
those onboard. Wing Commander Dunlop conducts
the flight to Kent under what is know as the hood, in
effect replicating zero visibility and forcing him to fly by
instruments. Whilst our co-pilot Flt.Lt. Lee Docherty
maintains a full visual lookout, we rely on the work of
our Radar/Winch operator Sgt Dave Williamson to
guide us via radar plots, directly to the lifeboats in the
same way as night operations or limited visibility
would require. We arrive over the Thames Estuary
within 100 feet of the 14m ’footprint’ of the Trent class
lifeboat from Sheerness (pretty impressive after 65
miles of blind flying).
Our first set of exercises are two-fold and allow the
RNLI to familiarise new ALB crew members with the
procedures and practicalities of winching up and
receiving people on to the deck space of a moving
lifeboat and also to allow different helmsman to gain
additional experience in working with the helicopter
crew to match course headings and speeds.

These regular exercises are held frequently by all
SAR units with lifeboat stations around the UK and
over years of working together, a standard set of
procedures have developed so that everyone knows
their role in these operations. Our second set of
exercises sees attention switch to the D-class ILB.
Now new helmsman in the crew have the chance to
gain experience in working in this lighter and smaller
craft with the helicopter and its associated downwash.
With the smaller lifeboat the emphasis is far more on
the lifeboat positioning itself on the aircraft and
‘running in’ on the moving helicopter to match speeds
and transfer crew members or casualties as needed.
During the winching exercises I am able to move
around the aircraft with the aid of a special harness
and headset lead and can observe the precision and
skill from both helicopter and lifeboat crews as they
coordinate their movements sometimes seemingly
only feet apart. This is all accompanied by a ‘directors
cut’ style commentary of the intercom communications
between the RAF team between themselves and with
the RNLI crews below. There is a noticeable
camaraderie between the RAF and RNLI crews as
well as within the crews themselves. After 40 minutes
of intensive exercise everyone seems very happy with
the results of the evenings work and our winch man is
treated to a high speed trip in the D-Class before his
own colleagues ‘accidentally’ provide him with a brief
dunking during his final hoist off from the lifeboat.
Both the RNLI lifeboats form up together and a low
pass by the Wattisham crew sees waves exchanged
before we all set our course home.
Utilising every minute, there is still time for our co-pilot
to now fly and navigate a course as part of a specific
low-level exercise he was assigned and planned
earlier this afternoon. The journey back whilst a blur
of familiar landmarks, tight turns and upturned faces of
the public from my perspective, appears to be little
more than routine for the crew.
A little before 9pm, Helicopter 125 receives clearance
to land on the apron at Wattisham and the wheels
touch down. Shutdown drills are begun then the
aircraft is taken into the hanger alongside its
doppleganger Helicopter 126 and prepared for its
night state of 45-minute call-out readiness. I extract
myself from my survival suit encasement and join the
crew for tea, biscuits and debrief on tonights exercise.

The once familiar sights of Yellow RAF or Orange and
Blue Royal Navy helicopters will soon no longer be
seen around our coasts. The Sea King is undoubtedly
a fantastic machine, has saved thousands of lives and
is loved by its crews. However it is now over 40 years
old and one benefit of the new civilian contract will be
new purpose built aircraft and improved equipment
and systems. No doubt in time some military crew will
transition to the new commercial SAR operation (as
already happens) and they will continue to build on the
rich history of UK helicopter SAR operations.
Committed? Absolutely and we should remain grateful
for that commitment past, present and on into
whatever the future holds.

